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ABSTRACT 

Active Thermography (AT) is a Non Destructive Technique (NDT) that may be an efficient 
alternative to evaluate possible microstructural alterations inside materials due to damaging 
conditions. In this paper, a fatigue damage identification on two different gears (standard and 
thin-rim) was conducted by using an AT approach with a Lock-In technique. Both gears were 
previously tested under bending fatigue conditions, by loading the teeth at the so called Single 
Contact Point by a dedicated equipment. Damaged and undamaged zones were identified, phase 
maps and thermal diffusivities were estimated. In this way, a possible fatigue damage 
characterisation was pointed out by using the thermal diffusivity variation as damage parameter. 

Keywords: standard gear, light weight gear, fatigue, Active Thermography, Lock-In analysis, 
phase map, thermal diffusivity. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Microstructural alterations and plasticisation may represent the classical effects of fatigue 
damage in materials and components. These effects are generally related to working conditions 
(as applied load or number of cycles).  

In gears, a classical fatigue condition consists in a continuous tooth bending due to meshing 
and, in some cases, a failure at the tooth root zone occurs. This phenomenon was widely 
discussed by many authors, focusing as an example on the gear’s geometry that may affect both 
nucleation and propagation crack path during bending fatigue conditions [1][2][3]. From the 
experimental point of view, Non Destructive Techniques (NDT) as Digital Image Correlation 
(DIC) and Passive Thermography (PT) were adopted to investigate both tooth root stress field 
and most stressed point position in gears with different geometries (standard and light weight 
gears) ([4], [5]), highlighting safe and catastrophic crack propagation paths during bending 
fatigue tests. In particular, the tested gears showed a different thermal behaviour and in 
particular the light weight gear exhibited a strong heat dissipation flow due to the high 
displacements involved in fatigue tests. These results draw the attention to how the gear’s 
geometry can be differently involved during the operating conditions.  

Over the years, PT was widely used to characterise the fatigue damage in materials and 
components. More recently, Thermography in Active configuration (Active Thermography, 
AT), also called “stimulated thermography”, became attractive to detect hidden defects, and the 
scientific literature is full of papers describing methods and algorithms to improve defects 
visibility [6][7][8][9][10].  

In case of materials characterization, an Active Thermography setup was recently successfully 
developed to estimate thermal diffusivity values of thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) [11][12] 
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and Aerogel materials [13], according to ISO 18555 and ISO 18755 Standards. To that aim, 
both pulsed and Lock-In configurations were adopted. 

Fatigue damage phenomena were also studied by using Active Thermography techniques in 
[14][15], where some algorithms related to phase map results were utilised to evaluate both 
crack growth and possible crack tip locations. In [16] Passive and Active approaches were 
adopted to characterise specimens subjected to High Cycle tests, in order to relate the thermal 
diffusivity variation of each sample to the corresponding variation of traditional parameters as 
surface thermal increment and hysteresis loop area. In particular, an Active Thermography in 
Lock-In configuration was chosen for diffusivity measurements [17]. 

In this work, the thermal diffusivity was considered as fatigue damage index for standard and 
thin-rim gears subjected to bending cycles. In particular, damaged and undamaged zones of 
gears were thermally excited in Lock-In configuration with the aim to evaluate the effect of 
microstructural alterations basing on thermal data processing.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Two types of spur gears (one standard and one thin-rim gears) were considered in this work. 
Geometrical parameters of the two tested gears are resumed in Table 1. In particular are shown: 
pitch diameter (dp), face width (b), number of teeth (z), modulus (m), backup ratio (rim 
dimension respect to the tooth height) (mb), web ratio (web thickness respect to the face width) 
(mw) and gear blank factor (CR) [18]. Each gear is made of C45 steel without thermal 
treatments. Technical drawings of both the tested gears (standard and thin-rim) are shown in 
Figure 1. 

Table 1 – Gears geometry. 

 dp [mm] b [mm] z m [mm] mb mw CR 

Standard 96 20 32 3 1 1 1 

Thin-rim 96 20 32 3 0,5 0,1 0.59 

 

 
Fig. 1 – Technical drawings of standard (left side) and thin-rim (right side) gear. 

Gears (standard and thin-rim) were previously tested under bending fatigue conditions, by 
loading the teeth at the so called Single Contact Point [19] with a dedicated device [5]. 

The experimental equipment for damage characterisation is an Active Thermography (AT) 
setup, shown in Figure 2 (left side). It is composed of a IR thermo camera, a laser excitation 
source and a PC control unit. The IR thermo camera is a FLIR A6751sc with sensitivity lower 
than 20 mK and 3-5 μm spectral range, while the laser source can generate a maximum power 
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of 50 W concentrated in a small surface. The “reflection mode” configuration was adopted and 
gears were located 400 mm distance from the thermal camera. The frame rate acquisition was 
785.67 Hz.  

 
Fig. 2 – Experimental setup scheme (left side) and standard gear under test (right side). 

Three zones (undamaged, ND, and damaged, D1, D2) for standard gear and four zones 
(undamaged, ND, and damaged, D1, D2, D3) for thin-rim gear were tested with the Lock-In 
technique (as an example, see Figure 2 (right side) for standard gear).  

More in detail, the damaged zones (D) are located close to the tooth failure occurred during the 
bending fatigue test, while the undamaged (ND) zones correspond to areas under untested teeth 
and they are located far from the damaged (D) areas. Undamaged, ND, and damaged, D, zones  
concern both tested gears (standard and thin-rim); damaged (D) zones involve cases 
characterised by complete tooth failures (where the tooth was completely removed) or simply  
by crack initiations at the tooth root. 

Lock-In Active Thermography technique was adopted in this activity. A periodic heating was 
generated on the component surface and amplitude or phase images are here used as results. 
Each zone (undamaged, ND, and damaged, D) was thermally excited by using 20 replications 
of a square wave (duty cycle equal to 50%) with a time period of 2000 ms and a power of 25 
W. The corresponding phase images of each test were then processed by using IRTA2 Software, 
and phase profiles were extracted from a horizontal line at the first Lock-In frequency (0.5 Hz). 
Lines are located in the centre of the phase maps, as illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

 
Fig. 3 – Standard gear phase map and the line location. 
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A thermal diffusivity estimation was performed starting from the phase profiles. More in detail, 
Equation (1) shows how to compute the thermal diffusivity, as depicted in [17]. 

F 	 [\] �^                                                                 (1) 

The thermal diffusivity, �, is a function of the phase profile slope, F, and the Lock-In 
frequency, ] (Hz). Phase profiles in radiant unit and pixel-to-mm conversion factors are 
required. Moreover, a rephasing signal was necessary to generate the phase profile with a 
continuous slope. This way, phase profiles and the corresponding thermal diffusivities 
variations may represent a possible fatigue damage index. 

 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental results for both tested gears (standard and thin-rim) are presented in this section. 
An example of standard gear phase map is shown in Figure 4 (undamaged zone, ND, on the 
left side and damaged zone, D1, on the right side). A complete tooth failure is clearly visible 
on the right phase map of Figure 4 (D1 zone).  

 
Fig. 4 – Standard gear phase map (undamaged zone, ND, left side - damaged zone, D1, right side). 

Phase profiles were extracted from the phase maps of each test. Figure 5 compares standard 
gear phase profiles extracted respectively from undamaged (ND) and damaged (D) zones (D1 
and D2 zones refer to complete tooth failures). One replication is illustrated, and profiles were 
plotted in a limited pixel range to emphasize the slopes between undamaged (ND) and damaged 
(D) zones.  

Similar results are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for the thin-rim gear. In particular, Figure 6 shows 
an example of thin-rim gear phase maps, while the corresponding thin-rim gear phase profiles 
are illustrated in Figure 7. Both results refer to undamaged (ND) and damaged (D) zones. More 
in detail, D3 test refers to an incomplete tooth failure where the crack propagation just started, 
while D1 and D2 refer to cases where teeth were completely removed.  

Thermal diffusivities computations are illustrated in Table 2 and results are referred to a mean 
value of three experimental tests. More in detail, it resumes: phase profile slope (F), R-square 
value corresponding the phase profile approximation (:_) and thermal diffusivity (� in [m2/s]) 
computed with Equation (1). 
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Fig. 5 – Standard gear phase profiles. 

 

 

Fig. 6 – Thin-rim gear phase map (undamaged zone, ND, left side - damaged zone, D1, right side). 

 

Table 2 – Thermal diffusivities results. 

 Standard gear Thin-rim gear 

 F :_ � F :_ � 

ND 0.0426 0.99 8.84E-06 0.0472 0.99 7.23E-06 

D1 0.0437 0.99 8.44E-06 0.0507 0.99 6.28E-06 

D2 0.0443 0.99 8.19E-06 0.0524 0.99 5.86E-06 

D3 - - - 0.0515 0.99 6.07E-06 

 

Figure 8 compares the thermal diffusivity variation between undamaged (ND) and damaged 
(D) zones. A mean value was computed for the damaged (D) zones of each tested gear (standard 
and thin-rim). 
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Fig. 7 – Thin-rim gear phase profiles. 

 

 

Fig. 8 – Thermal diffusivities comparison for standard and thin-rim gears. 

From the analysis of results, the thermal diffusivity variation may represent a fatigue damage 
index for standard and thin-rim gears subjected to bending fatigue. A thermal diffusivity 
reduction is pointed out between the undamaged (ND) and damaged (D) zones on the basis of 
microstructural alterations due to the fatigue damage. A different thermal diffusivity value was 
also obtained for the undamaged (ND) zones of both the gears (standard and thin-rim). Gears 
were manufactured with the same material (see Material and methods section), but with 
different production process. As a matter of fact, geometries of tested gears change substantially 
in the part under the teeth for both backup and web ratio (see Table 1 and Figure 1). As a 
consequence of that, web and rim parts of thin-rim gear requires different machining process 
with respect to a classical standard gear. As well known, machining process introduces 
microstructural alterations as residual stresses and, as expected, a thermal diffusivity variation 
between the undamaged (ND) zones is highlighted. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained in the present work allow to draw the following conclusions: 

Both gears (standard and thin-rim) were tested under bending fatigue conditions up to a tooth 
failure occurs. D3 Damaged zone considers an incomplete tooth failure with a crack 
propagation at the tooth root zone. In this way, the effect of an incomplete tooth failure on 
thermal diffusivities was evaluated and the result was according to those obtained for a 
complete tooth failure. In any case, to overcome this impasse, thermal diffusivity was always 
computed along the horizontal direction.   

Undamaged (ND) and damaged (D) zones show the same surface aspect. As a consequence of 
that, thermal diffusivity variations may be only related to possible microstructure alterations as 
results of the fatigue damage. As a matter of fact, the effect of tooth bending tests on the central 
part of gears, in particular on the web geometry (for thin-rim gear), was already observed during 
the Passive Thermography approach.      

Lock-In technique potentiality allows to estimate the thermal diffusivity values in a very fast 
and easy way. A dedicated tuning on the setup parameter is necessary to achieve the best phase 
profiles slope.  

Finally, the thermal diffusivity variation may be satisfactory used as damage index also in 
complex components as standard and thin-rim gears.  
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